Police Officer Job Vacancy
The City of Dublin is seeking qualified candidates for the position of POLICE OFFICER. All
applications must be submitted through the City of Dublin website. Applicants can apply
at www.dublinohiousa.gov by clicking on “Careers” at the top right-hand portion on the
main City website. Applications/resumes that are not submitted through the City of Dublin
website will not be accepted. Supplemental materials do not need to be provided at time
of application.
WAGE STRUCTURE: Training Step - $55,935.49; Step 1 - $60,622.34;
Step 2 - $69,571.58; Step 3 - $78,525.44; Step 4 - $90,325.58 (Advanced step placement
in the pay range is based upon experience).
In accordance with phase two (2) of the selection process, a written examination will be
administered at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, July 29, 2017 at Dublin Scioto High School, 4000
Hard Rd., Dublin, Ohio 43016.
Candidates must score at least an 80% on the written examination to move forward in the
selection process, although, a passing score does not guarantee that a candidate will move
forward. Candidates who score in at least the top thirty (30) places on the written
examination will participate in the structured panel interview phase of the process.
THE CITY OF DUBLIN IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Nature of Work
Under the direct supervision of a Sergeant, a Police Officer patrols a designated area ensuring
compliance with all applicable State Laws and City Ordinances; answers calls when a crime is
suspected or an emergency exists; takes such actions as are necessary to prevent crime, to
apprehend a criminal, to maintain safety, to assist citizens in a wide range of emergency and
non-emergency situations; and performs other related duties, tasks, and assignments as
required and directed by a Sergeant, Lieutenant, or the Chief of Police.
The Dublin Police Department subscribes to the “Community-Oriented Policing” philosophy
and, therefore, the primary emphasis of the position involves community service. Officers are
required to take a problem-solving approach to the situations they encounter on a day-to-day
basis and to interact with the residents on a regular basis within their assigned districts to
address relevant concerns facing their neighborhoods.

Essential Functions of Work
(May not include all duties performed.)
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Drives a police vehicle, patrolling designated area;
Reports unsafe conditions, such as obstructions in streets;
Issues citations for violations of traffic laws;
Makes arrests, sometimes requiring the use of physical effort;
Transports prisoners;
Investigates accidents, determining conditions, causes and other pertinent facts regarding
accident;
Conducts investigations of crimes, preserves crime scene, gathers and preserves evidence;
Checks doors and windows of homes and businesses for security;
Testifies in court;
Assists injured persons, notifies families of injury;
Answers inquiries; assists stranded motorists;
Looks for and investigates conditions or situations which may indicate a crime is about to be,
or has been committed;
Maintains records and prepares reports of incidents and activities;
Takes statements from witnesses and suspects;
Secures warrants;
Where juveniles are involved, interviews parents, appears in court, and works with school
authorities;
Directs and regulates traffic;
Attends neighborhood meetings to address and evaluate the concerns of the citizens; and,
Performs other related duties as assigned.
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Minimum Qualifications

High School Diploma, G.E.D., or equivalent certificate, with a strong preference for a
Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice, Police Science, Criminology, Government, Political
Science, Public Administration or other relevant field.
Successful completion of a State certified Peace Officer basic training program. (Not required
prior to appointment; however, if a new Officer, at time of appointment, has not completed
such a training program, he/she must enter such a program immediately upon appointment.)
Minimum of 21 years of age at time of application.
Possession of a valid Ohio Driver's License at time of appointment.
Must be a United States Citizen or United States Permanent Resident.
Background must be free of prior felony convictions.
Must not have tattoos, body art, or branding that is visible while in the uniform at time of
appointment.

Physical Requirements

Must be physically capable of successfully performing the essential job functions of the Police
Officer classification and be free of medical conditions that would preclude one from
successfully performing said functions or would pose a direct threat to the health or safety of
oneself or others.
Visual acuity must be correctable to 20/20 and vision must be free of color deficiencies that
would preclude one from performing the essential job functions or would pose a direct threat
to the health or safety of oneself or others.
Must be able to meet physical fitness entrance standards prescribed by the Academy of the
City's choosing.
Ability to demonstrate physical strength and dexterity in the use of hands and feet.
Ability to sit for long periods at a time.
Ability to walk and stand on a regular basis, sometimes for long periods at a time.
Ability to safely and effectively operate a motor vehicle.
Ability to safely, accurately, and effectively discharge a firearm (i.e. shotgun, AR-15, 9mm, or
40 caliber handgun) in the line of duty.

Other Requirements

Successful completion of all phases of the Selection Process prior to appointment. (Process
includes application phase, written examination, structured panel interview, background
investigation and record check, final interview with the Chief of Police, polygraph examination,
psychological evaluation, medical examination, and drug test.)
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Must establish and maintain a primary place of residence within a County within which the
Division of Police has jurisdiction, or a county contiguous with such County of jurisdiction. (List
includes Franklin, Delaware, Union, Morrow, Marion, Hardin, Logan, Champaign, Madison,
Pickaway, Fairfield, Licking, and Knox Counties.)
Ability to acquire and maintain certification (pursuant to state standards) for the operation of
on-duty and off-duty firearms (i.e. shotgun, AR-15, 9mm, or 40 caliber handgun).
Compliance with training directives established by supervisory/managerial personnel.
Adherence to all applicable Federal and State safety laws, rules, and regulations and City
safety policies/procedures.
Regular and punctual attendance is regarded as an essential requirement of this classification.

